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Rigdon sconce instructions basic electrician

Install the fixture:

 

1. Remove crossbar from assembly and attach crossbar to electrical box. 

When mounting, align the threaded canopy mounting holes vertical if you 

want the light to be vertical or horizontal if you want the light to be horizontal.

 

Note: Ensure there is clearance beyond the mounting surface for the canopy 

mounting screws to protrude through the backside of the crossbar at least 1/2".

Depending on the electrical box shape, the canopy mounting screws may or 

may not protrude into the box.

 

 

2. Hold the fixture close to the crossbar and make wiring connections in 

accordance with local electrical codes. 

See "Important Information" on reverse side.

 

 

3. Screw both canopy mounting screws into the threaded canopy 

mounting holes to secure the fixture to the crossbar.

 

    NOTE: The glass must be removed from the fixture in order to have 

access to the canopy mounting screws.

   

 

 

 

 

 

Install the glass:

 

1. Screw the glass into the fixture body while holding up the retaining ring.

Thread the glass until it stops to ensure that the glass sits straight.

 

 

2. Lower the retaining ring and thread it into the body until it stops.

 

    NOTE: The fixture gets very hot with incandescent bulbs. Allow time for

the glass to cool before handling.

 

 

 

 

    Complete !

iProperties:

1. Title= Sometimes Varies from DAX Description

2. Stock Number= DAX #, located at bottom center

3. Custom Fields:

        a. Skill Level= easy, handy person, basic electrician, 

advanced carpenter

        b. Installation Instruction or Assembly Instruction (use 

spaces between each letter to format properly)

 

 

 

USER SYMBOLS:

-Each tool is an individual block.

-Insert and use grip points on line ends to snap together in a 

chain.

Text Body:

-Try to maintain Arial.085 for majority of text.

     Exceptions are larger font (.091) and bold for subtitles.

-Maintain basic format and location of text body.

-Line spacing should be 1.5.

 

VIEWS & Details:

After inserting your views and details:

- Go to Manage Tab/ Styles Editor and manually adjust (this is a look 

and feel judgement), but for a good start.

      Layers:

         -Visible (ANSI)  set to .010

         -Visible Edges, Narrow, Tangent set to .007 or less.

         -Hidden (ANSI) set to .007 or less (manual adjustment- create 

new if desired)

         -Hidden Edges, Narrow, Tangent .003 or .001

         -Sketch Geometry (ANSI)  .001 (this drives the REJUVENATION)

PRINT:

To print, check 1:1 Model.

This is for both pdf and printer.
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